
Literary Lens

• different lenses critics use 
to view/talk about 
art/literature

• allow critics to consider 
works of art based on 
certain assumptions within 
that school of theory

• allow critics to focus on 
particular aspects of a work 
they consider important



Transcendentalism 
The Spirit of Individualism

“Every individual is capable of 
discovering this higher truth on his 
or her own, through intuition.” 

–Ralph Waldo Emerson 



Transcendentalism beliefs:

Spirituality:
Humans could transcend 

experiences and 
have spiritual 
revelations.

Omnipresence:
A divine power is in 

all of us.  

Unity:
All people are united 

because of a divine 
power.



Intuition and Reason:
Intuition gives knowledge of 

spiritual reality. Reason  
explains it. 

Correspondences:
Since the divine is everywhere 

and in everyone, we need 
time with nature to find 
(correspond with/listen to) 
our own inner truth.

Transcendentalism beliefs:

In Grapes, do characters reflect on 
the meaning of life? Wander off 

alone into nature to think? Question 
faith or existence? Is the human 

spirit tested? 



Marxism- type of socialism

“…class 

struggle is … 

central … in the 

analysis of 

social change in 

Western 

societies.” Encarta Reference Library



Based on ideas of Karl Marx
Marx was concerned with negative consequences of class differences as 
well as implications and complications of a capitalist system.

~ Observes class/economic 
differences (imbalance of power?)

~ Criticizes Capitalist system

Marx and Marxists:
Interested in determining for whom 
does work/effort/policy benefit?
The Elite?  Middle/working class?  Both?



Capitalism vs. Marxism 

Capitalism:
❖Production system is 

privately owned
❖Social classes exist as one 

group of people who own 
businesses and others 
work for them

❖Owners earn money 
through the effort of 
workers

❖Free, competitive 
market/profit-driven

Marxism:
❖Wants production system 
to be publicly owned
❖Believes public ownership 
will eliminate or diminish 
class divide
❖Workers earn fair share for 
their contribution
❖Believes competition leads 
to misuse of workers



Marxism

Steinbeck wants American                
public to consider:

-What role does social class (financial) play? 
~How do people overcome oppression?
~How does society ignore and/or address 
social conflicts?
~What are the possible answers or solutions 
to class struggle?
~What role does the government play?
~Should government appeal to capitalism or 
love of community?



Naturalism

Survival of the fittest 



Naturalism
• Naturalists:

– Look at how humans act on intuition and passion (“human beasts” –
instincts)

– Believe heredity AND environment (nature and nurture) play 
significant role in life.

• It does not relate to nature: plants, trees, animals.

• It relates to environment/surroundings:  city, suburb, rich, poor, harsh, luxurious, 
stressful, comforting. 

• Yes, environment might have trees and plants. However, environment means 
surroundings, supports (or lack thereof), and influences. 

• Naturalism refers to who will survive despite or because of their 
environment and heredity (what we are born with). This environment 
and heredity combines with a person’s choices. Choice is not enough. 
Environment and heredity are not enough. Together.



• Ex: Johnny wants to be a surgeon. He is intelligent and hard working.
Jane wants to be a surgeon. She is intelligent and hard working.

• Johnny works part time to help his parents pay rent. Sometimes, the 
family cannot afford to pay the heating bills. He only has time to 
sleep and/or study seven hours a night. The family finances cannot 
always afford three balanced meals a day.  He does not have a 
computer, so he has to take the bus to the public library to study. 
Some peers in his neighborhood tempt him with get-rich-quick 
schemes (some illegal). 

• Jane has her own computer, internet access, and space in her home 
to study. She does not have to work after school. Her home pantry 
and fridge is always stocked with nutritious meals. Her friends are in 
similar financial situations and join her for study groups as well as go 
to movies or for a run along the local nature trail. 

• A naturalist might argue that Jane’s heredity and environment put 
her at a substantial advantage over Johnny. A naturalist may even 
argue that Johnny has only a slight chance of succeeding (“surviving”). 



Machine Age
Social Impact

❖Technology
❖Advertising
❖Brand names instead 

of personally created 
products

❖Corporate growth
❖Corporate exploitation 

of labor
❖Stronger unions 

created
❖Raised cultural 

awareness
❖Dehumanizing



Machine Age
Environmental Impact

• Industrial Age continues to destroy

• Exploitation of natural resources

• Adverse health effects (dyes, synthetics, toxins, etc.)

• Psychological consequences
– Creates distance between people

– Enables man to blame a machine, not take personal 
responsibility

• Intellectual consequences
– Reliance on machines diminishes creativity/self reliance



Feminism
Feminism means advocating 
for women to have the same 

and equal rights as men, 
socially and politically. 

Considers relationships between 
men and women and their 
relative roles in society.

It DOESN’T mean that women 
are better than men; it means 
that they are considered and 
treated as equals.



Was Steinbeck a feminist?

• As you read, consider:

– Female characters

– Do his female characters “reinforce 
or undermine” gender stereotypes

– Relationships between men & 
women. Are they equal?

• relationships with a patriarchal 
(father-figure-in-charge) 
ideology

• relationships with a matriarchal 
(mother-figure-in-charge) 
ideology

– Patterns of thought, behavior, 
values, power in those relationships 
as well as gender roles

Feminism



Biblical Allusions 

An allusion is when an 
author or speaker refers 
to a familiar/popular 
historic moment, 
historical person, or 
piece of literature.

Ex: Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. makes an allusion to the patriotic song 
“My Country ‘Tis of Thee” when he talks about the country’s purple 
mountain majesty in his “I have a Dream” speech.



Biblical Allusions 

Consider Steinbeck’s biblical allusions:

• Characters resemble biblical people

• Characters’ situations resemble biblical events

Some well-known 
Biblical people/events: 

➢ Jesus Christ
➢ Last Supper
➢ Apostles
➢ Moses/parting seas
➢ baptism
➢ The Plague
➢ Joseph
➢ Job
➢ The Promise Land
➢ And more!


